
Learners visited Coca-Cola production intricacies

at Moon Beverages Ltd, exploring nationwide

supply management and the captivating evolution

of bottle designs from 1899 to modern styles.

Through this visit, our learned grabbed

understanding on consumer behavior and

strategic acquisitions, offering a rich

understanding of a multinational corporation.

Shobhit Mathur, Co-Founder and Vice Chancellor,

Rishihood University and Frank Rausan Pereira,

Founder of Bharat First engage in a crucial

conversation exploring the imperative need to

align Indian polity with our civilizational ethos,

stress on specialized public policy training, and

delve into India's evolving global role.

Watch the video here

The School of Psychology and Education hosted a

transformative workshop, guided by Dr. Manan Sharma.

Delving into the principles of Sound Therapy, our learners

witnessed live demonstrations showcasing the profound

impact of sound on mental peace and stress relief amid

daily chaos. With 25 years of experience, Dr. Manan, an

International Sound Solopreneur,  passionately provides

professional Sound therapeutic training and services

globally, aiming to heal communities.

Dive into the inspiring story of Prof. Srishti Malpath's

incredible journey from corporate corridors to the

world of Yoga and Ayurveda. In this exclusive

interview, witness the transformative power of

aligning career with passion, leaving a global

impact.

Watch the video here
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International Conference on "Intellectual Property Rights in the Era of AI"

Rishihood University hosted two-day international conference on "Intellectual Property Rights in

the Era of Artificial Intelligence." The event brought together over 120 experts, delving into the

future of technology through 50+ illuminating papers on AI, IPR, and innovative library services.

Read More

   

Learners Explore Coca-Cola's Production Secrets

   

Rishihood University Ignites Global Collaboration in Education with 9th Cohort of IC3

Institute Flagship Program

The 9th Cohort of the IC3 Institute Flagship Program was held at Rishihood University, bringing

together over 70 delegates from 50+ schools across 12 countries. Covering diverse topics, it

fostered collaboration among global educators, creating a collaborative environment at

Rishihood that enables educators worldwide to share knowledge and collectively contribute to

the global advancement of education
   

What to learn from India's Foreign Policy success?

   

Making Learning a Lifestyle

Our recent faculty retreat, themed "Making Learning a Lifestyle," reignited our dedication to

continual learning in teaching and research. Emphasizing that educators are perpetual learners,

we explored the significance of extended, multi-disciplinary research projects to address global

challenges. Discussions also centered on adapting to evolving industry trends, highlighting the

need for educators to be agile and innovative.
   

Sound for the Soul

   

From Corporate Corridors to Yoga and Ayurveda
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